7 DAYS ROMANTIC PRAGUE FOR TWO
HONEYMOON IN PRAGUE

Prague is justifiably considered among the most romantic cities in Europe, if not the world. As
such, it lends itself to an ideal honeymoon getaway. Regardless of how you wish to celebrate
one of life’s biggest milestones, Prague has much to offer. Cozy hidden hotels, cafes and bars
within easy walking distance of Prague’s central sites beckon those who wish romantic
seclusion. Our honeymoon package includes a private luxury car with driver, a private guide
and a photographer for a half-day tour of the city, room décor, champagne, and/or
chocolates depending on accommodation.
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4 DAYS

HOTEL

HONEYMOON IN PRAGUE
5 DAYS
6 DAYS

7 DAYS

TOTAL ΝΕΤ PRICE PER COUPLE
IN DBL

500€

690€

850€

950€

Amigo 4*

IN DBL

580€

800€

927€

1027€

Holiday Inn 4*

IN DBL

596€

821€

953€

1059€

Sonata 4*/Crystal
palace 4*

IN DBL

604€

832€

967€

1075€

Park Inn 4*

IN DBL

633€

867€

1007€

1120€

Yasmin 4*/Grand
Majestic 4*

IN DBL

649€

888€

1033€

1152€

Ramada 4*

IN DBL

669€

915€

1067€

1192€

Corinthia 4*/Grandior
5*

IN DBL

713€

973€

1140€

1280€

Ambassador 5*

IN DBL

753€

1027€

1207€

1360€

Grand Bohemia 5*
Cosmopolitan 5*

IN DBL

895€

1211€

1433€

1629€

NH 4*


INCLUDED / OPTIONALS
PRICE PER COUPLE

4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS

INCLUDED
OPT
HONEYMOON IN PRAGUE
5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS

6 DAYS / 5 NIGHTS

OPTIONAL
7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS

1

Selected
accommodation BB

-









2

RT airport transfer in
a luxury vehicle

-









3

HD PVT Prague city
tour with a
photographer

-









4

Romantic dinner in a
luxury restaurant with
transfer

160 €

OPT







5

3hour river cruise
with dinner and live
music

70 €

OPT

OPT





6

Polaroid experiece

40 €

OPT

OPT

OPT



Trip to Cesky
Krumlov with lunch
Dinner at traditional
brewery

140€

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

40€

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

9

Prague Castle tour

20€

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

10

Medieval themed
dinner

70€

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

11

Jewish Prague tour

70€

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

12

Black Light theatre

45€

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

13

Trip to Karlovy Vary
with lunch

110€

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

14

Opera performance

80€

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

15

Folklore evening

90€

OPT

OPT

OPT

OPT

7
8

st

Prices are valid until 31 of March, 2017
Prices are per couple (2 pax)
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Itinerary:
PRAGUE

Day 1:

After your arrival to Prague airport, you’ll be met and
greeted by our assistant/driver who will take you to the
hotel in a luxury car. At the hotel you’ll find everything that
a properly equipped honeymoon room should have –
chocolates, bottle of champagne, and roses. The exact list
of complimentary items depends on the hotel. The rest of
the day is free for your own convenience.

PRAGUE

Day 2:
On the second day of your honeymoon in Prague we’ve
prepared a half-day private city tour with a professional
photographer. You’ll visit all of the iconic places in Prague
such as Prague Castle, Charles Bridge, Old Town square,
Wenceslas square, etc. The best of all – the photographer
will be taking pictures of you and your significant other at
all of these locations for unforgettable memories. You’ll
receive your photographs on a medium (CD, flash drive)

after the tour.
The itinerary of the second day ends with a romantic
dinner in a luxury restaurant. Our driver will pick you up
at the hotel and transfer you to the restaurant where a
table will be prepared for you and your significant other.
You’ll enjoy a meal in one of the best restaurants in
Prague. When the dinner is over, our driver will take you
back to the hotel.

PRAGUE

Day 3:
The next day you’ll take a three hour Vltava River cruise.
This cruise will take you around the most important and
the most significant landmarks of the city. Enjoy the sight
of Vysehrad, Prague Castle, the National theatre, Zofin,
Rudolfinum, and much more from a unique perspective.
Also, this cruise includes dinner and live music aboard the
ship.
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PRAGUE

Day 4 - 7:

And for those who stay all 7 days in Prague, we have a little extra. You’ll receive a Polaroid
camera for your stay to document and take your own unique and nostalgic pictures that
will be a great addition to your album or a scrapbook.
The rest of the program is free so you might enjoy your honeymoon as you see fit. But we’ve
also prepared a few options for you.
Optional programs:
Trip to Cesky Krumlov:
Cesky Krumlov is a small city located in the South
Bohemian region. The Old Cesky Krumlov is
a UNESCO World Heritage Site and was given this status
along with the historic Prague castle district. Český
Krumlov Castle is second in extent only to
the Hradčany castle complex of Prague. (from 140€ per
couple)
Dinner at traditional brewery: Enjoy this unique culinary experience in a brewery located
right in the center of the city. Delicious meals of the traditional Czech cuisine and beer made
right on the premises don’t get any better than this. (from 40€ per couple)
Prague Castle tour
Visit the largest ancient castle complex in the World,
occupying the area of almost 70,000 square meters. The
Prague Castle is an iconic landmark and the official
residence of the President of the Czech Republic. We
roccommend also visiting the St. Vitus cathedral located
within the complex. (from 20€ per couple)

Medieval themed dinner: It’s harsh and yet so romantic atmosphere will breathe on you in
our tavern from all sides. There will be plenty to see, what to listen and most importantly,
what to taste. You will be entertained during the dinner by an authentic medieval program.
(from 70€ per couple)
Jewish Prague tour
Visit and enjoy very well preserved Jewish Ghetto in Prague. Six
synagogues, a Jewish Town Hall, magical cemetery make Josefov
in Prague a place which you should certainly not leave out. Get to
know the unsettled history of the Prague Jews, their architecture,
traditions, customs and stories. (from 70€ per couple)
Black light theatre performance: Theatrical performance style
characterized by the use of black box theatre augmented by black light illusion. This form of
theatre originated from Asia and can be found in many places around the world. It has
become a specialty of Prague. (from 45€ per couple)
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Trip to Karlovy Vary (lunch included)
Visit this marvelous spa town founded in 1370 by
Charles IV, King of Bohemia, situated in
western Bohemia. It is historically famous for its hot
springs (13 main springs, about 300 smaller spring)
making it the most visited spa town in the Czech
Republic. (from 110€ per couple)
Opera performance
A leading European opera house located in a magical neoRenaissance building with a richly decorated interior. The
theatre opened as a German theatre in Prague in 1881.
With its spacious auditorium and neo-Rococo decoration,
it's one of the most beautiful theatre buildings in Europe
and home to approximately 300 performances a year.
(from 80€ per couple)

Folkloric evening with music and dinner: Come and enjoy the Czech traditional folkloric
evening. This is an opportunity to try all the delicious dishes and beer the Czech cuisine has
to offer. You’re encouraged to join in and learn some Czech songs as well. (from 90€ per
couple)

PRAGUE

Last day:

On the last day of your stay, our driver will pick you up at the hotel to transfer you to the
airport for your flight.
(PIT-301116)
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